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Operations Dashboard for ArcGIS

• 30,000 feet overview
- Monitor day to day operations
- Manage planned and unplanned events
- Visualize key performance indicators

• Ready to use widgets anyone can configure
- Maps, Legend, 
- Bar Charts, Pie Charts, Histograms
- Indicators, Gauges
- Lists, Feature Details

• Various map tools and feature actions
- Interact with the map (e.g. set layer visibility)
- Perform actions on features (e.g. follow a moving truck)

• Extensible using ArcGIS API for JavaScript
- Code it once, use in Windows and browser platforms

Create and Share
Views

Ops Center

Laptops Tablets



Customer Examples

City of Boston Ironman World Championships

US Army Corps of Engineers, Texas

http://www.arcgis.com/apps/dashboard/index.html%23/ad46e3dcae3048ed89706314ed68fce3
http://www.arcgis.com/apps/dashboard/index.html%23/ad46e3dcae3048ed89706314ed68fce3


Supported Platforms

• Use it with ArcGIS Online or Portal for ArcGIS

• Operations Dashboard running on Windows
- ClickOnce deployment through ArcGIS Online or Portal for ArcGIS
- It’s both an authoring and viewing app
- Supports multiple-display and single-display view
- Requires named user account

• Operations Dashboard running in browser 
- It’s a viewer!
- No deployment needed, only requires a browser!
- Supports single-display view
- Supports anonymous access



Demo
Use the Operations Dashboard



Working with Real-time Data

• Many sources of real-time data include:
- Vessels (AIS), Vehicles (AVL)
- SCADA
- Weather
- People
- Social Media

• ArcGIS Server – GeoEvent Processor Extension

• Challenges
- How do I connect it to my apps?
- How can I process/analyze it?
- How do I make it available to others?



Creating and Using Operation Views

Components

Dynamic, Role Based Access

• Widgets
• Map Tools
• Feature Actions
• Data Sources

• Widgets are dynamic, interactive
• Maps provide spatial context
• Create and Share Focused views…

Two Types of Views • Single Display
• Multiple Display



Composition of an Operation View…

Map Tools

Data Sources

Feature Actions
Widgets



Demo
Create and Share Operation Views
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About Argonne

 $675M operating 
budget

 3,200 employees
 1,450 scientists and 

engineers
 750 Ph.D.s
 Early Esri User (3 digit 

Esri ID)



We are a direct linear descendant of 
Enrico Fermi’s Metallurgical Laboratory 
and the beginning of the Manhattan 
Project
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Argonne's Core Capabilities and Major Initiatives

Use Inspired Science and Engineering…

Biological & 
Environmental 

Systems
National Security

Hard
X-Ray 

Sciences
Leadership 
Computing

Fundamental 
Biology, 

Chemistry, 
Materials & 

Physics

Applied 
Sciences & 
Engineering

Energy Security

Nuclear 
Energy

Alternative 
Energy & 
Efficiency

Energy Storage

… Discovery and Transformational Science and Engineering

Materials & 
Molecular 
Design & 
Discovery
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Energy Storage

Risk and Infrastructure Science Center (RISC):
Core Research Areas
 Infrastructure Science: Conduct research and analysis to enhance infrastructure 

resilience and reduce the risk of disruption or destruction from climate change, natural 
hazards, accidents, or security threats. Inform the resilient design of future cyber and 
physical infrastructure to build assets, systems, and networks that are capable of 
withstanding future threats.

 Cyber Analysis and Operations: Provide operations, subject matter expertise, and 
research support for the development and implementation of advanced cyber security 
solutions. Conduct focused analysis of the intersection of cyber and physical risks.

 Threat Analysis: Conduct near-real-time, all-source analysis by fusing intelligence with 
complex data sets and multi-disciplinary expertise. Deliver highly sophisticated, scientific 
analysis through actionable products, portals, and tools.

 Emergency Preparedness: Develop and apply methodologies and technologies to assist 
emergency managers, planners, and responders in preparing for, responding to, and 
recovering from manmade or natural disasters. 
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Energy Storage

Argonne is using downscaled climate data to drive 
infrastructure impact models

 Infrastructure models (e.g., Epfast [Electric], Ngfast [Natural Gas], Polfast
[Petroleum], Restore©) coupled to climate models to assess climate hazards

 Identifies downstream impacts generated by the disruption of infrastructure 
systems (e.g., from storm surges, droughts, heat waves) 

 For example, Argonne is using the EPFast model to investigate the impacts 
of mid-century increased ambient temperature on Maine’s electric grid.  
– Determine impacts on the capacity of power plants, transmission lines, 

and transformers, and growth in demand.
– Determine implications on overall grid performance via load flow 

simulation.
– A temperature change of 3 - 5° C is projected to occur in inland Maine.
– The temperature change is expected to influence operational 

characteristics of power plants and transmission lines as well as the 
level of demand.
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Energy Storage

Center for Integrated Resiliency Analyses 
Multidiscipline Virtual Center Integrating: 

 Climate Modeling: Changes in climate may greatly affect our infrastructure and social 
systems.  For example, changes in regional temperature and precipitation patterns may 
greatly affect our existing and future power system infrastructure.  Modeling these changes 
offers insight into how climate change may affect communities and migration patterns.     

 Infrastructure Assessment: To manage risks to infrastructure systems, CIRA draws on 
advanced modeling and simulation technologies and subject matter experts in diverse 
systems including power, water, transportation, and telecommunications to enhance climate 
change resilience.    

 Social Science Modeling: Social dynamics play a role in ecological and economic topics 
such as climate change, resource scarcity, and epidemics.  All of these social domains are 
interconnected in complex ways and, as a result, one type of problem frequently forms the 
context for, and alters the dynamics of, another.  CIRA will exploit Argonne’s integrated 
social science modeling capabilities to improve understanding of how social factors 
influence a community’s resiliency.    

 High-Performance Computer Systems Modeling: Modeling and simulation look at ways 
to analyze and understand interactions and feedback mechanisms between societal and 
physical processes. CIRA will use Argonne’s experience in modeling, simulation and 
visualization to perform computational experiments for both physical and social systems 
using high- performance computing tools at the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility.   





Web Based Portals for Modeling and Analytics:  Local



Web Based Portals for Modeling and Analytics: 
Operations Dashboard



Web Based Portals for Modeling and Analytics: OSIsoft’s 
PI Integrator for Esri ArcGIS

• The PI System automatically 
collects real-time data from 
any sensor in the field

• A browser-based tool lets 
users select which live data 
they want to stream to ArcGIS

• The Esri GeoEvent Extension 
is automatically configured to 
poll data from the PI System 
and stream it to an Esri feature 
service

• Users can view full history and 
live data with a single click

SENSORS



Web Based Portals for Modeling and Analytics: 
Operations Dashboard enhanced with live data

Real-time statuses 
and values

Real-time symbol 
colors and sizes

Real-time data for 
individual assets

(Automatic data 
collection)



Questions?



Where to learn more?
Other Workshops

- Analyze Movement Patterns in Real-Time

- Real-Time GIS: Archiving and Visualizing Observation Data

- Real-Time GIS: Best Practices 

- Real-Time GIS: Creating Web Apps Leveraging Stream Services

- Using Operations Dashboard for ArcGIS: An Introduction

https://fedgis.schedule.esri.com/%23schedule/569edb124be5dd56ad000271/569edb124be5dd56ad000272
https://fedgis.schedule.esri.com/%23schedule/569edaf44be5dd56ad000177/569edaf44be5dd56ad00017a
https://fedgis.schedule.esri.com/%23schedule/56a01e884be5dd156a000e67/56a01ef04be5dd156a000e6b
https://fedgis.schedule.esri.com/%23schedule/569edb104be5dd56ad000262/569edb104be5dd56ad000263
https://fedgis.schedule.esri.com/%23schedule/569edb1a4be5dd56ad0002a3/569edb1b4be5dd56ad0002a6


Don’t forget to complete 
a session evaluation form!



Interested in diving 
deeper into Esri technology?

Add a day to your Fed GIS experience and register to attend the Esri 
DevSummit Washington DC. Stop by the registration counter to sign up.



Ken Gorton
Solution Engineer 

Esri National Government Team
kgorton@esri.com

Questions / Feedback?

http://doc.arcgis.com/en/operations-dashboard/ 
http://forums.arcgis.com/

To learn more:

Carmella A. Burdi, GISP
Senior GIS Analyst

Argonne National Laboratory
cburdi@anl.gov
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